
OVERVIEW 

USAID Ethiopia's resilience-building portfolio is among the 

largest and most complex in the world. USAID support in 

Ethiopia is strengthening households, communities, and systems 

through a systems-based, integrated approach to address the 

root causes of chronic vulnerability. 

T he USAID Ethiopia Resilience Learning Activity (RLA) 

is a "learning sidecar" for USAID's resilience investments, 

working across USAID staff, offices, and implementing agencies 

(projects) to strengthen a culture of learning, sharing, evidence 

generation, substantiation, and triangulation. Ultimately, 

our aim is to build a common understanding and direct 

investments in resilience-building strategies and interventions 

that demonstratively result in more resilient households, 

communities, and systems. 

MAJOR ACTIVITIES 

Building a learning community through collective action 
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INNOVATIONS 

To generate learning, RLA is facilitating the collaboration, communication, and knowledge management 

for USAID and more than twenty five USAID implementing partners working to increase resilience 

across the highlands and lowlands of Ethiopia. RLA facilitates the development of a portfolio-wide 

Resilience Learning Agenda, joint learning initiatives, communities of practice on deep-dive issues, and 

sharing to inform the adoption of new, innovative practices. 

Strengthening the evidence base through triangulation and substantiation 

USAID/Ethiopia and its resilience partners are operating in a data-rich environment. However, 

findings from the traditional midline and endline evaluations and studies are often too late or not 

fully internalized. Resilience partners require the tools, processes, and expertise to understand what's 

working now, identify tipping points, and layering opportunities so that they can adapt more quickly. 

We help partners examine their impact through mixed methods, applied research approaches that are 

quick turnaround and low resource, offering further opportunity for triangulation and substantiation 

of the evidence base. 
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